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FROM THE EDITOR
Adela Greenbaum
This is my first edition at the helm of HaMerkaz, and I’m excited to
share it with you. As the youngest editor HaMerkaz has seen (I’m 24),
I intend to work towards increasing the engagement of young people
with the Community, while preserving HaMerkaz as a communal record.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Yael Cass
Welcome to our first edition of HaMerkaz for 2018.
This year has started with a bang – with a joyous Purim
festival coordinated by our marvellous shlichim, Hillel
and Almog. Our carnival showcased the theatrical
imagination of adults and children across the community
with wild and wacky outfits. Who can forget Sarah
Greenbaum disguised as a gridiron champ? I’m sure it
was an excellent introduction for Rabbi Eddi and family
to the creativity of families in our community.
The costumes continued through Pesach when 120
people from across our community joined us for our first
night Seder service. Sasha prepared a feast, Rabbi Eddi
led the throng through the Haggadah and the children
had a ball bringing the plagues to life with a dramatic
presentation.
We even had a witty surprise visit from Elijah to cap
the evening off. Thank you to the fabulous band of
volunteers who helped to prepare the hall, the Seder
plates, the set up and clean up, and to provide security
on the evening. And thank you again to Hillel and Almog
for preparing the artistic stage setting of an Egyptian
pyramid construction site complete with historically
accurate hieroglyphics.
We farewelled Pesach with a Moroccan Mimouna
celebration enjoying moufleta hot cakes with traditional
zabane marshmallow sauce, stuffed dates, mint tea and
Moroccan pastries. It was a joyous sugar hit for all.
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The first stage of our construction project continues
apace. The security fence is well developed, and
renovation of the downstairs wing is fast approaching
our end April completion deadline, so all will be ready
for the Leydman double bar mitzvah celebration.
David Rosalky is project-managing each step of the
construction providing regular updates to all community
members and reports to all our donors. Thank you,
David, for your meticulous oversight of this work.
We are now in the period of Yom Hashoah, Yom
Hazikaron and Anzac Day as solemn remembrance days.
Please join us for our advertised memorial services to
honour these significant days. A team of volunteers is
busy organising our program for Limmud Shavuot in May
drawing upon local academics and community members
to fire up discussion and debate. Set aside the weekend
of 20 and 21 May to join us.
Last, I would like to thank Karen Tatz for her magnificent
leadership of the HaMerkaz committee over the last year.
Under her guidance, we have enjoyed stimulating and
thoughtful articles in our community magazine. Karen
has passed the baton to Adela Greenbaum as our new
editor. I am sure we will continue to be informed and
inspired by her contribution to this record of the activity
of our community.
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FROM THE RABBI’S
DESK
Rabbi Shimon Eddi

There was a bit of a delay due to my arrival right at
the beginning of the year, but the adult education
classes are up and running and off to a great start.
We had a half term of intellectual discussions and
debates—and arguments—on a fair range of topics.
We explored scientific approaches to the Talmud’s
more mysterious statements, learnt a few new
things about Passover, and delved into the origins of
a classic piece of our liturgy. All in all, it was a great
set of discussions with a fine set of participants.
As this term draws to a close planning is already
underway for the next series of classes. Suggestions
are being actively fielded from the community
and we have already received a few ideas which
we hope will encourage new attendees to join us.
Current plans include a look at the struc- ture of
our lunisolar calendar and an analysis of electricity
vis-à- vis the laws of Shabbath and yom tov-- both
topics comprising fascinating depth and detail which
usually go unnoticed and unrecognised.
There are still many unfilled slots for future terms’
programming, and we are always on the lookout for
more ideas. After all, I do not give these classes for
myself; they are for the community, and by right it is
the community who should dictate what they want
to have. I am always open to suggestions of new
topics and new formats, and constructive criticism is
always welcome.
On a personal note: I am deeply impressed not
only by the intellectual capacity of this community,
but also by our members’ capacity for keeping an
open mind, for hearing other points of view, and for
patience, understanding, and tolerance. In an age
when civil discourse seems to be all but a lost art,
when disagreements so often devolve `into attacks
ad hominem, I am overwhelmed at the degree of
kindness, consideration, and rationality present in
our ACTJC family. I consider self- development to be
Humanity’s greatest endeavour and have always
believed that learning is fun, but the spirit of honest
enquiry at our adult education program is a true joy
to behold.
I look forward to teaching, and to learning, more as
we continue on together into the future.
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BUILDING REPORT
David Rosalky
The building project we are undertaking consists of two
stages. The first stage is well progressed and will be
finished in May. The second stage, which consists mainly
of the construction of the new wing, is being planned
but needs refinement of the design and costs, and will
require us to raise some extra funding.
The outcome from the first stage will comprise a
perimeter security barrier, landscaping of the building
surrounds, revamping of the classroom/synagogue
wing, a new orthodox synagogue area and a modern,
equipped lecture room.
The perimeter security barrier comprises a 2.5 metre
high spiked fence, like a school-yard fence, and concretefilled bollards set in a reinforced concrete foundation.
The “front” of the site – along the driveway, will have
temporary protections pending the Stage 2 construction
and some of the elements that will remain when the new
wing is built. The barrier will include blade walls, rocks
and a cyclone mesh fence in which the entry gate to the
site will be located.
The new gate will be operated in a similar way to the
present operation of the door. The office staff will open
the gate remotely using a monitoring camera and an
intercom. Outside office hours, people who require them
will have magnetic fobs or keys. The new issue of fobs
and keys will replace all existing cards, fobs and keys
which will cease to be operable.
The security barrier will protect the facility and its
users from the risk of attack by car-ramming or armed
individuals invading the site.
Members and visitors to the Centre will have seen how
landscaping of the building surrounds has made our site
a beautiful and protected area with grass and shrubs.
When the landscaping is finished, there will be grass
throughout the block, surrounding the building, so the
area will be more usable and safe for children to play in
and to expend their energy. We will remove the fence
around the children’s play area when the perimeter
fence is complete.

windows. These will be fitted with blinds. The folding
walls have been rehung and shifted to define three
spaces – single rooms at both ends and a double room in
the middle. The single rooms will be used as classrooms
and small meeting rooms and will have air-conditioning
units installed. The folding doors will fold towards the
corridor, not the windows. As a result, we have had to
close off two of the doors and to form a new entry to one
of the classrooms.
The whole space will be recarpeted and repainted after
the existing ark and surrounding fittings have been
removed.
The middle portion of the wing will become the new
Orthodox synagogue. It will contain an ark and a raised
platform which are positioned in a pop-out extension
to the wing. The ark will house all of the scrolls in a safe
and fire-protected area. The ark area will have wooden
battens as a reference to the battens that are on the
existing ark. There will be a new movable reading desk
and lectern which will continue the theme of the battens.
A movable mechitza will allow flexible use of the room
and men and women will sit on each side with equal
access to the platform and the ark. When the middle
space is not being used as a synagogue, it will function
as the Sir John Monash lecture room. It will have audiovisual equipment installed in the ceiling. With the reading
desk and mechitza moved away, the lecture room will
hold about eighty people and nearly twice that number if
the full hall is opened.
With the grounds protected and beautified and the
synagogue and classrooms modernised, we are set to
move to Stage 2. That will comprise the new wing, and,
depending on how much extra money we can raise, a
revamp of the kitchen and bathrooms and a lift. But we
need to raise more funds and I encourage everyone to
contribute what they can to this once in a generation
– indeed once in two generations – advance of our
Community’s facilities.

The classroom/synagogue wing, which endures a high
level of usage, is undergoing a revamp. The northern
wall now accommodates the new synagogue sanctuary
and all of the rest of the wall (from the rabbi’s office to
the far end) has new double-glazed, laminated, wind-out
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Left: Construction of the
outer wall of the lecture
hall and synagogue was
underway by March
2018.

Right: The wall is almost
completed in mid-April
2018

Left: This photo of the
newly constructed fence
and grounds as viewed
from the roadway was
taken in mid-April 2018.
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OUR FIRST TWO MONTHS
Skye Eddi
On the one hand it’s hard to believe that it has been two months since
we arrived in Canberra, though in some ways it seems like we have been
here much longer. The welcome and help we have received from the entire
community has been second to none and we appreciate the assistance in
making our transition as smooth as possible.
We did have quite the introduction. Week 1 started with an invitation to the
Lodge where I felt a little like Kath and Kim at the Palace, though I assure you
all that I kept that feeling in check! Week 2 followed with four deaths within
and connected to the community. Nothing like being thrown in the deep
end, but it really does put things into perspective. As individuals and as a
community there will be celebrations and there will be difficult times and we
hope that we can be there to support and assist through
them all.
Any big move takes time to sort through and I fully
admit that I still have a few boxes to unpack. We’ve dealt
with the completely illogical bureaucracy that is Access
Canberra, waiting weeks for— well, quite a lot of things,
it seems—a possum that seems to frequent our roof,
and seed pods that rival Lego in their propensity for
getting underfoot. We’re bracing for the horror winter
that we’ve been warned about—though my husband,
having grown up with the cold and snow of New York,
is actually thrilled at a proper cold winter. The boys
are settling into school and preschool, as well as a new
dancing studio, and some are about to start on the new
crazy addition that is ice hockey (a sport that is perfectly
timed around Shabbat and Cheder classes here, much
to their excitement!). Our eldest is dipping his toe into
bike riding and what a place to do so!
As I drive around Canberra I realise just how lucky we
are to live in this beautiful city. Whilst it may be taking
the kids a bit of time to adjust to the open space (when
driving down Anzac Parade for the first time our eldest
asked why there was so much open space and declared
that it was weird!), as someone who grew up in Wagga
and chose her university based on the amount of space
and trees, I feel a distinct sense of being able to breathe
and relax. It’s quite amazing just how quickly one
adapts. Walking home from the synagogue on a Friday
evening and seeing more kangaroos than cars mere
blocks from the houses of Parliament suddenly doesn’t
seem at all unusual. We have both travelled back to
Sydney since our move and we both just wanted to get
back home and away from the crazy traffic and hectic
lifestyle.
And that’s just it—even after such a short time we feel
that we’ve come home here and can’t wait to see how
we can give back to the community that has already
given us so much.
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THE LONDON
KLEZMER QUARTET
Yvette Goode

Their time-honoured sound, along with entertaining
stories of musicians’ lives and times, is suitable for the
entire family. All of this and more was on show at the
Canberra Irish Club as the band played to a sold out
house of an extremely enthusiastic audience. All of the
individual band members were able at different times
to showcase their own remarkable talents, which were
whole- heartedly appreciated by the audience, with
quite a few having seen the band perform at previous
Canberra cultural festivals.

This wonderfully talented group of musicians returned
with a program to set feet tapping and heartstrings
tugging. Klezmer now has wide appeal in Australia,
bolstered by the London Klezmer Quartet’s virtuosic and
enthusiastic approach to bringing not just the repertoire,
but colourful anec- dotes about its origins to audiences,
helping to make the music accessible.

The applause was genuine, with the audience able to
admire some similarity between the Jewish and Irish
narratives, particularly when it came to the importance
of the humble potato in their lives as a basic food item,
as well as themes of oppression and desire for the
culture to survive.

This is the soulful and celebratory music of Jewish
eastern Europe – and wider afield – at its most
beguiling and seductive: the London Klezmer Quartet
combines the subtleties of the original tradition with
a kick-the-chairs-over ability to party. The London
Klezmer Quartet’s material reflects the sacred and
secular experiences of klezmorim across centuries
and continents, and their ‘old and new traditional’
tunes move audiences from toe-tapping to tears to in
moments.

The London Klezmer Quartet’s fourth album, ‘To the
Tavern’, is a dawn-to-dawn story about a klezmer band’s
arrival in a small town. A band arrives at dawn at the
railway station outside a small middle-European country
town for a 24-hour sojourn. The musicians find their way
around, get to know the locals and lead a rowdy session
at the local tavern, before exhaustion sets in as they
see in the new day. The album was inspired by a short
story by Peter Justin Newall entitled ‘Konrad’s Bukovina
Khosidl’, and the artwork inside the CD depicts scenes in
a film-roll format.

Indra Buraczewska’s powerful voice adds spice to
the playing that showcases her musical dexterity
and maturity on the double bass and that of Susi
Evans (clarinet), Ilana Cravitz (violin), and Carol
Isaacs (accordion). The London Klezmer Quartet’s
performances are infused with klezmer history, both
past and ongoing: Critics have hailed them as having
a confidence that few groups achieve even after years
of playing together. Their tight ensemble work and
collaborative approach draws in music devotees from
across the board. They play enjoyable, soulful and
celebratory eastern European Jewish music with great
flair and technical mastery.
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If you missed seeing the band perform this time,
please make sure you attend their next concert here
in Canberra. The wonderful women of the band love
coming to Australia and have made many friends here
over their years of performing “down under”.
At any time you can find out more about what they are
up to by visiting their website,
www.londonklezmerquartet.com
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The main difference between the two groups is the focus
- as for our Noar, our number one priority is to create
unification, friendships and a fun platform for them.
Reminding you that it is a new group of kids.

YOUTH EDUCATION
UPDATE
Almog Zoosman and Hillel Lehman
2018 has been an exciting and a challenging year for usout of all the other years- as Shlichim and as a couple:
We have just started to feel more at home in Canberra,
and we were able to ad- dress our programs to the youth
and children in a better way- as we already knew most
of them. Lots of new ideas- some you’ve already seen,
others are on their way, and others are still cooking. We
would, of course, be very happy to hear any thoughts
of yours in order to deliver and fulfil our programs and
tasks better in our community.
We’d like to share with you a short overview of our kids
and youth programs.
For our Teens program (ages 14-18), we’ve decided to
focus on LEADERSHIP as a main topic for this year. During
the programs, which occur on a weekly basis, we cover
a wide range of concepts - from history, Jewish holidays,
Zionism, Israel and their own maturation. All these
concepts are delivered from different perspectives, and
our programs are a lot about group work, discussion and
self- reflection. This bunch of youngsters are very united
and it is great to have them at our home every week!
As for the practical aspect of our main topic, leadership,
the teens are involved, and take an active role in our
community events (such as Purim, Channukah and
musical Kabbalat Shabbat).
We hope to see them even more involved and aim at
getting them to be part of CaTZ as a whole new tier for
their own age group as well as for our community. On
CaTZ camp we will definitely have great programs for
them with a potential Tikkun Olam project led by themso stay tuned!
This year we also formed a new group, our Noar group,
suitable for ages 11-14. We meet the Noar every second
week (Great thank you for Veronica Leydman who hosts
every second program at her house!). We also cover
different topics from different perspectives, similarly to
our Teens group.
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We see it as highly important that the kids and youth
in our Canberra community will know that they have
friends their age who they can relate to in a different
way, as well as getting them understand that we have a
strong group of young people in the community.
To be honest, we are so delighted by these kids, as their
deepening, sharing and participation is expressed to
such a high level. It seems like they have fun with each
other and that they are starting to form a nice and
comfortable platform, alongside with forming a deep
and mature group for themselves!
Last but not least, our Cheder education. When we
arrived last year, there were 2 classes on Sundays and a
single class on Tuesdays. The amount of kids has majorly
increased and at the moment, Cheder holds 4 classes on
Sundays and 2 classes on Tuesdays. The community and
kids are blessed to have Sarah Weisman and Skye Eddie
as teachers on Cheder, thank you very much!
Our main challenge on Cheder is to keep the Hebrew
level up high while there’s a single session per week.
Ideally, it was much preferable and better to have more
classes per week. We’d like to emphasize the importance
of the stability and continuity of the kids’ attendance.
Another challenge is the different levels within a single
class in our intermediate classes. The solution we’ve
decided on is to stick to a single book while keeping
the pace and progress the same for all classmates. Of
course, if specific adjustments are needed - we give that
our full attention.
This way we can reassure that our students gradually
improve their Hebrew level and we can see the progress.
We also focus on revision and repetition, together with
learning new material each week.
As for the Jewish aspect of Cheder, most of our efforts
are directed at three goals: Jewish Holidays, Jewish Ideals
and morals, and fun!
We have definitely arrived at a point where we absolutely
enjoy Cheder and the planning behind the theme of each
lesson!
Stay tuned for future events, we’d love to promote any
kind of co-operation and are happy to hear any thoughts!
Thank you and we hope that the second term will be
even more exciting and eventful!
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THE AUSTRALIAN JEWISH WAR MEMORIAL
Merrilyn Sernack
The ACTJC is hosting an Anzac Centenary Remembrance
Service of the Australian Jewish Community on Sunday
12th August 2018 at 12.00 pm at the National Jewish
Memorial Centre. The highlights of the service will be the
Dedication of the Australian Jewish War Memorial and
the commemoration of the centenary of General Sir John
Monash’s Knighthood.

ribbon of stainless steel and listed by individual theatres
of war. The installation will be sited adjacent to and
following the curve of the existing Ben Gurion Memorial
Garden wall. Suitable landscaping and renewal of the
garden will be included. On the day of the service, a field
of hand-made poppies, created by members of the ACT
Jewish Community, will fill one of the gardens.

The Australian Jewish War Memorial will be the first
national monument commemorating fallen Jewish
servicemen and women throughout Australia’s history.
The occasion is expected to be attended by dignitaries
from various sectors of the community. The Honour Roll
comprises the names of all Jewish military personnel
killed in all wars. The names will be sand-blasted on a

The ACTJC has received some donations from Jewish
organisations for the war memorial. We are also awaiting
the outcome of a Federal grant application under the
Saluting Their Service program to fund the installation of
the war memorial and adjacent landscaping, including a
ceremonial component.
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YOM HAZIKARON
COMMEMORATION CEREMONY
The speech by Yael Cass
Tuesday 17 April 2018
This is our day to remember the fallen
soldiers of Israel and victims of terror.
It is our day to remember the soldiers and
civilians, their families and friends, who have
died for Israel's security and independence.
It is the day when we honour all those who
have been killed in defence of the land of
Israel.
Yom Hazikaron is not seen as a religious
service by Israelis - it is part of the fabric of
the nation. It is a national memorial service
which has meaning and significance to the
everyday lives and history of Israelis and Jews
around the world.
It is officially opened on the eve of Yom
Hazikaron by lowering the flag to half-mast
and by sounding a siren at 8:00 PM, during
which everyone stands for two minutes of
silence. An additional two-minute long siren
is sounded at 11:00 am.
It is a solemn day when we remember the
cost of war and terror. The day before we
celebrate the vitality and hope of Israel's
nationhood and, this year, when we celebrate
Israel's 70th Year of Independence.

Since Israel's last Memorial Day, 71 more
Israeli Defence Force soldiers have died
serving their country. The fallen leave behind
bereaved parents, widows, and children.
As Australian Jews we stand with the people
of Israel to honour the fallen. We stop and
remember - just as our family and friends
in Israel do when the sirens ring. This year,
my daughter Rachel, will be standing in
Jerusalem with her friends on Hineni Machon
to honour the fallen.
Understanding the emotional cost of war
is beautifully described in the work of the
Israeli poet Haim Gouri.
Gouri served as an officer during Israel's
War of Independence, the Six-Day War and
the Yom Kippur War. His poem Shir Hare'ut,
composed in 1949 is dedicated to the fallen
soldiers of Israel's War of Independence,
and is passed down from generation to
generation.
The poem in English translation is: The
Friendship:

Statistics for 2018 published by the Israel
Defence Ministry show that the number of
those killed since 1860 defending Israel and
the pre-state community is 23,645 people.
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THE FRIENDSHIP
An autumn night descends on the Negev
And gently, gently lights up the stars
While the wind blows on the threshold
Clouds go on their way.
Already a year, and we almost didn't notice
How the time has passed in our fields
Already a year, and few of us remain
So many are no longer among us.
But we'll remember them all
The elegant, the handsome
Because friendship like this will never permit our hearts to forget
Love sanctified with blood will once more bloom among us
Friendship, we bear you with no words grey, stubborn and silent
Of the nights of great terror
You remained bright and lit friendship, as did all your youths
Again in your name we will smile and go forward
Because friends that have fallen on their swords
Left your life as a monument
And we'll remember them all...
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EARLE HOFFMAN MEMORIAL LECTURE
Adele Rosalky
On Wednesday 21 February the AJHS(ACT) AGM was
held at the Centre. The following office bearers were reelected unopposed:
President:

Adele Rosalky

Vice-president:

Leonie Webb

Secretary:

Naomi Robertson

Treasurer:

Richard Webb

Committee:

Victor Isaacs, Margaret Beadman OAM
Judith Wimborne, Susanna Elkaim

The President thanked all the members of her
committee for their valuable support over the past
year. The Treasurer announced that membership fees
would remain at $35 per person or family for the next
12 months. Several changes were accepted to the AJHS
(ACT) constitution to bring it up to date with modern
communication and to formalise quorum provisions, as
the constitution had not been altered since 1990.

Following the AGM, Dr Avril Alba delivered a presentation
entitled: Transmitting the survivor’s voice: redeveloping
the Sydney Jewish Museum as the annual Earle Hoffman
Memorial Lecture in Australian Jewish History. The talk
focused on the process of exhibition development,
connections to Australia and human rights, for the
permanent Holocaust exhibition at the Sydney Jewish
Museum. Dr Alba is senior Lecturer in Holocaust Studies
and Jewish Civilisation, Department of Hebrew, Biblical
and Jewish Studies, School of Languages and Cultures
at the University of Syd- ney, and is currently the Acting
Director of the Museums and Heritage Program at the
University of Sydney. She serves as the consulting lead
curator for the Sydney Jewish Museum’s Holocaust
exhibition.
Dr Alba’s talk was extremely well received by an
appreciative audience of 30 people, and a vote of thanks
was given by Prof. Kim Rubenstein. Supper and congenial
conversation followed.

TOUR OF OLD LINTON & YASS
CEMETERY
Adele Rosalky
On Sunday 11 February, Rabbi Shimon Eddi accompanied
an enthusiastic group of members of the Australian
Jewish Historical Society (ACT) to Yass, NSW to tour Old
Linton and the Yass Jewish cemetery. The ACT branch
of the AJHS has for many years researched and visited
sites in the Canberra region and the Monaro where Jews
had settled in the 19th century, usually as hoteliers and
storekeepers, contributing to the development of rural
towns throughout the region.
Old Linton in Glebe Street is the gracious colonial home
built in 1857 by the ex-convict turned successful and
respected businessman Moses Moses. The current
owner, Stephe Jitts, delivered an account of the extended
Moses family and other Jewish families, many members
of which were prominent citizens of Yass. He then led a
tour of the house.
Moses Moses (1791-1858), glass-cutter and son of a rabbi,
typified the life of a transported Jew. In 1812 he had been
tried at the Old Bailey in London for a petty offence then
transported to work on a farm at Narrellan, from which
he absconded. After recapture he was sent to Hobart
PAGE 14 | ISSUE 541

Town in Van Dieman’s Land, and again, escaped. Three
attempts to stow away were unsuccessful and more
imprisonment and punishment followed. By 1819 Moses
was free of his chains, marrying Sarah Brown, a convict.
It would seem that Moses realised that the only way
forward was to comply with authority, and for the next
ten years he settled on a calmer life in Hobart Town
running a confectionary store, and producing seven
children.
By 1823 his rise in status was indicated when he had
another convict, his brother John Moses, as- signed to
his service and care. In 1824 he was granted his Ticket of
Leave, and by 1832 he was granted a Conditional Pardon.
The following year he journeyed to Sydney, quickly
moving inland to Yass, an outpost on the fringes of the
colonial world, as one of its earliest residents. He was
soon appointed the Pound-keeper at Yass, and was able
to buy land in Yass’ first land sale. He became proprietor
for the White Hart Inn, and by 1838 he opened the Argyle
Store with his brother Isaac.
©ACT JEWISH COMMUNITY INC 2018

Following the tour of Old Linton, the group moved on to
the nearby Yass cemetery where Rabbi Eddi consecrated
the small Jewish cemetery and recited memorial prayers
over the graves. He delivered a moving ceremony where
those early settlers, including Moses Moses and his
15 year old daughter, Sarah, were remembered. He
explained to the group the history and significance of
the consecration of land for Jewish burials, as well as
appropriate protocols to be followed at a cemetery.

By this time, Moses had left his convict life behind,
owning a successful business, at least seven properties,
erecting many buildings which still stand in Yass today,
and gaining status as an elected councillor in local
politics. He also had a new wife, Hannah Dray, whom
he married in 1840, conveniently forgetting that he was
already married! He fathered another seven children
with Hannah. Yass would be Moses’ home for the rest
of his life, where he lived as a respected member of the
community.

Clockwise from Left: AJHS members visiting the cemetery: Rabbi Eddi consecrating the gravesite; a plaque;
and Stephe Jitts guiding the group through Old Linton.
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LIMMUD SHAVUOT
Sarah Greenbaum
Ted Torah for 2018 is shaping up to be an
engaging and inspiring event for the whole family.
The program will include local, interstate and
international speakers as well as delicious
meals, drinks and of course lots of cheesecake!
Programming for kids will be provided in the
afternoon, so parents can participate in sessions.
19 May - Dinner followed by inspiring talks.
20 May - Lunch followed by afternoon sessions,
dinner and evening sessions Shavuot services will
run on the morning of 20 and 21 May.

We will have academics, artists and professionals
from a variety of fields talking about what inspires
them and how it is connected to Judaism. We
will run an active stream with dynamic activities
like kick boxing to get you out of your seats
and we will provide enough delicious food and
cheesecake to allow us to learn long into the
night.
Tickets will be available soon!

TZITZIT
TYING
WORKSHOP
Raffi Lehrer

The Progressive Congregation held a Tzitzit tying work shop in
February at the Centre, led by Rabbi Adi Cohen from Temple
David in Perth.
Rabbi Cohen also provided the history of the rediscovering
and reintroduction of the “PETIL TECHELET” (the blue thread)
into the Tzitzit.
The workshop was enjoyed by all who attended.
Planning sessions were held with Rabbi Cohen as well.
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THE CLASSIC PAREVE NOODLE KUGEL
Yvette Goode
This kugel is very easy to make and is suitable for many
occasions. It is easy to personalise with the addition of
dried fruits to taste.

Ingredients
1 packet 450g egg noodles – wide or thin depending on
preference.
120 g Nuttelex
4 eggs, beaten
200 g light brown sugar
1 ½ cups well-stewed apples – tinned is fine if short of
time
5 ml vanilla extract
ground cinnamon, for dusting
optional – nutmeg, few sultanas/raisins/cranberries/
chopped almonds

Directions

1. Preheat oven to 175 degrees.
2. Fill a large pot with lightly salted water and bring to
a rolling boil over high heat. Once the water is boiling,
stir in the egg noodles, and return to the boil. Cook the
noodles uncovered, stirring occasionally, until they are
cooked through, but are still firm to the bite. Drain well
in a colander.
3. Place noodles in a large bowl. Mix margarine into the
noodles until melted. Stir in the eggs, sugar, stewed
apples and vanilla extract. Pour noodle mixture into a
baking pan approx 33 x 23, then sprinkle with cinnamon
(and nutmeg). Cover baking pan with aluminum foil.
4. Bake in the preheated oven for 30 minutes. Uncover
the kugel and continue to bake until golden brown,
approx. 20 to 30 minutes.

BAKED BANANA DELIGHT
Fiona Sweet Formiatti
Bananas too ripe to eat? Avoiding cake, or don’t feel like
baking yet another banana cake? Don’t like waste?

Method

Pop bananas in their skins on a tray into a moderate preheated oven (170-180 C), and cook for 10–15 minutes.
The skins will turn black, but the kitchen will smell
heavenly!
Remove and leave for a few minutes.
Cut top off one end of each banana.
Holding other end with a towel (caution—hot!), gently
squeeze banana out of skin into a bowl.
Garnish as you see fit—chopped nuts, berries. A dollop
of coconut yoghurt goes really well with this. (Coconut
Yoghurt recommended)
Or you can add dairy...
Note: I first experimented with baking bananas in their
skins decades ago. Prepared the same way, the hot
banana makes an excellent accompaniment to a fish
dish, especially a spicy fish curry.
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PHOTOS FROM PURIM 5778
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THE TRIP INTO MY PAST
Edith Blumenthal
Exactly seventy three years ago this year I was an inmate
in Terezin, better known to the world as Theresienstadt. I
have spent there the last six months of the second world
war which in a life of a nine year old feels much longer –
nearly an eternity. Fortunately I was not on my own. My
mother, my older sister and I were together.
Terezin, a Czech military fortress, was chosen by the
Nazis as a ghetto for the Jewish population of Prague,
but later became a concentration camp and transports
of Jewish families from all over occupied Europe were
arriving. During the last few months a crematorium was
constructed and was functioning to burn the bodies of
inmates who died from malnutrition, diseases and also
the bodies which were transported from overcrowded
concentration camps in Poland.
As a child I was not aware about all the happenings
inside the camp. My main concern together with my
sister was to hide during the day when my mother was
away performing hard labour, stay alive and survive.
Every morning before my mother’s departure we hugged
her, said goodbye and we did not know if we would see
her again. We were waiting eagerly every evening to see
her again. Our rations of 100 g of sugar for a week and a
piece of bread a day was not much and our mother who
was sorting potatoes – the rotten from the good ones in
freezing cold conditions always tried to smuggle at least
one potato to compensate our diet. It was a dangerous
task. If the guards would find the potato on her she
would be shot on the spot. She never ate her rations
but gave it to us. She was secretly chewing raw potatoes
during her sorting and lost more than 20 kilograms in
six months. It was winter and in some days it was very
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cold with not enough clothing on us, so we were hiding
behind the gates of our barracks where the cold wind
was not so fierce. During the night we tried to snuggle –
the three of us in a bed – so we did not feel the cold.
With the approaching spring on beginning of May the
Red army liberated us. We were lucky again. With the
foresight of our mother we escaped the camp on the
first opportunity. The next day after our escape the
camp was sealed and nobody was allowed out because
of outbreak of typhoid.
Hundreds of inmates died after liberation because there
was lack of medication and medical per- sonnel. The
memories of our stay and escape was very disturbing
and on the advice of our mother we tried very hard to
supress our feelings and all the trauma of the last six
months as much as we could. It was time to recuperate
physically and mentally and start a new life. We seldom
discussed the subject of our stay in Terezin.
The next 23 years while living in the same country Czechoslovakia under a Communist regime
I never has the courage nor desire to visit Terezin, which
was after the war restored as a memorial.
Here in Australia I had the opportunity to read and learn
in more detail about Holocaust and also about Terezin. I
found out that 15,000 children entered this place during
the wartime era and only 115 survived. I was one of
them. With the encouragement of my husband Tom I
have decided when next time in Europe to revisit the
place. And so after 55 years, when visiting Prague, we
went together to Terezin. I must admit it was not an easy
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decision and my feelings as we entered the area were full
of emotion. I have asked myself many times in the past if
all the memories were real, because in some instances I
was under impression they were delusions.
55 years earlier it was not a sight seeing trip – it was
a two day journey in cattle wagons, hungry, thirsty in
inhuman conditions straight into our dormitories. We did
not know where we are and what the future will hold for
us. Terezin was different now, we visited the museum,
the cells of the political prisoners and the graves of of
all the buried inmates. It did not tell us much That was
the tour- isty part and for all the people who visit the
site it is not even emotional. When we asked about the
ghetto part where we had spent all our time we learned
that it is converted to a village inhabited mostly by local
population. Why the tourists would go there, was their
argument. But we insisted and travelled the distance.
After entering the village it immediately hit me with
tremendous force and all the memories came back. We
were there, it was real, I could recognise the building
with a huge gate where we spent the last 6 months of the
war. We were accommodated on the first floor and from
our window we could see the railway where the cattle
wagons with people were shunted.
The railway tracks were still there, about 15 metres
from the building, not in use, overgrown with grass and
weeds, but in my memory I could still hear the loud
screams of the SS guards. It was not my imagination it
was real. I wanted to see tha crematorium and after a
short stroll we saw we saw it accompanied with a guide –
an old man – who explained to us that he was one of the
inmates who was transporting the bodies for cremation.
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He showed us the remnants of ashes still there and we
learned some facts of the last days before liberation.
I realised that I was really lucky to survive due to Nazi
order to cremate the bodies of hundreds of prisoners
which were brought there from other camps because of
the approaching Soviet army. They did not have time to
kill us and cremate us because the capacity of the oven
was relatively small and the time was running out.
I left the place with heartache and sadness. I realised for
the first time how our mother have left every morning
leaving us our destiny, how she risked her life every
day to save us from starvation. As a mother I am able
to understand what she went through . As a mother
and grandmother I pray and wish that our children and
grandchildren will never go through the events what I
went through as a child, that they will not experience
being thirsty and not have a glass of water, being
hungry and not to have food, to live in fear and freezing
conditions.
After visiting the place where ten of thousands of
inmates were suffering in inhuman conditions and
thousands lost their lives, many of them children, it
would be impossible for me not remember. I remember
very clearly how we suffered, I remember fellow inmates,
who were not so lucky as I was. I always will, how could I
forget.
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SELECTED
REFLECTIONS
Veronica Selinger
Ben arrived in Canberra in 1965 as a temporary lecturer
in the Department of Chemistry at the ANU. I joined him
in 1967 as a young bride and we spent the next 44 years
in Canberra, working, bringing up a family and being part
of the fabric of the ACT Jewish Community.
In those days the Jewish Community was very much
‘hands-on’. Things functioned only because of the
willingness and generosity of individuals to give freely
of their time. Volunteers were found in all areas of
communal life: religious, educational and social. Sunday
School, now called Cheder, relied on volunteers to
teach but over time paid staff took over with a more
flexible program. Various organisations including WIZO,
B’nai Brith and various youth groups were formed but
gradually faded over the course of time, though NCJW
and the ACT Jewish Historical Society continue to this
day.
Canberra was fortunately placed to attract interesting
speakers who would give their time freely for discussions
or lectures. Academics, politicians, artists, diplomats,
and religious leaders were popular speakers at functions
at the Jewish Centre and always drew an appreciative
audience.
The Jewish Women’s Guild was formed at a meeting of
15 women at the home of Anne Hoffman on 19 July1970
(aka the Guild’). The Guild arranged social and charitable
functions for the support of the ACT Jewish Community
and there were no subscription fees. It also arranged
Purim and Chanukah parties for the children, their
parents and all members of the Community.
The Guild, at a much later stage, recommended to the
Board that all catering be restricted to the upstairs
kosher kitchen. For many years, a convenor and her
band of volunteers met for ‘kitchen duty’ as the need
arose. There was a strong element of camaraderie
as women chatted, laughed and prepared attractive
dishes. No woman needed to be lonely in Canberra, all
she had to do was join the Guild, don an apron, and be
introduced to the lively, cheerful bunch in the kitchen!
Many firm and long lasting friendships were made over
the ‘kitchen sink’.
Religious services were conducted by volunteers and
held in various huts around the ACT until the opening
of the National Jewish Memorial Centre on Sunday 12
November 1971 by Prime Minister McMahon and Mrs
McMahon. Dignitaries, diplomats, MPs and leaders
of major Jewish organisations attended and national
media reported the event widely. Immediately after
the opening, the first Executive Council of Australian
Jewry (ECAJ) conference to be held outside Sydney
or Melbourne took place in Canberra, with the Guild
catering a magnificent lunch.
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Beyond the Pale’ was formed by Ben and me along the
lines of a low maintenance group we had ‘belonged to in
Sydney called ‘Tziona’. We recognised a need for a social,
informal evening where people could get-together, listen
to a speaker and enjoy a chat over a light supper. An
advertisement was placed in Hamerkaz on 26 March
1973 and the following month, on 26 April 40 people
were welcomed for the first meeting at our home.
I fondly recall Kurt Gottlieb calling me to ask (jokingly)
whether he was too old to come to our first meeting,
as he was outside our suggested range of ‘one to two
score years’. In fact, Kurt became a regular and we were
fortunate to listen to his fascinating wide-ranging talks,
including one at Mt Stromlo. Other speakers were drawn
from our members, the wider ACT Jewish community as
well as the rich pool of visitors mentioned earlier.
Beyond the Pale was a stand-alone, independent group,
not under the umbrella of the Jewish Community. Many
who initially came to Beyond the Pale did not wish to
belong to the Jewish Community – yet wanted to have
some ‘Yiddishkeit’, some connection with other Jews.
A few had non-Jewish partners or were ‘refugees’ from
Sydney or Melbourne fleeing Jewish life, while others
were simply not interested in the wider Community.
Many, however, later become involved, paid- up
members of the Jewish Community, particularly when
their children started Cheder.
Functions were advertised each month in the Hamerkaz
welcoming all. Members preferred to meet in private
homes as it was deemed friendlier (and in winters,
warmer) than the new Jewish Centre, and each month
someone offered their home for the gathering. There
was no membership fee, no fundraising, and no roll
call. If people wanted to attend a meeting they were
requested to contact the host of the month so more
chairs could be rustled up and to bring a plate towards
supper.
The name ‘Beyond the Pale’ was a bit tongue-incheek but stayed unchallenged. It did cause a bit of
consternation initially but it was soon irrelevant as
many community members were regulars. Beyond the
Pale continued for many years with various dedicated
convenors. A few years ago, we had a Beyond the Pale
reunion of four of the original members who had moved
to Sydney. It was wonderful to catch up with of old
friends, their children and grandchildren.
The Jewish Food Fairs hold very fond memories. The
first was held on 2 November 1975, and they soon
became a highly anticipated event in the ACT wider
community, thanks to the wonderful energy, hard work
and dedication of the organisers and volunteers. On
a personal note, I can never look at my red crockpot
without remembering it being called to duty for a very
popular Jewish dish!
While the Jewish Community was small in number it
packed a large punch in its cultural diversity of food.
Food is always a magnet and ’Jewish food’, especially,
was perceived by many in the local ACT community
as almost ‘exotic’ in the 70’s. ACTJC members came
from many lands and each stallholder prepared the
specialty of their home country. A sample over the years
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included: latkes, felafel, curries, borscht, goulash, satays,
Reuben sandwiches, bagels and lox, blintzes (sweet and
savoury), chopped liver on rye, kugel, cholent (meat and
vegetarian), kreplach, gefilte fish, yoghurt and cucumber
soup, fruit salad, apple strudel, various other cakes and
desserts (including our offering of Heather’s Delight)…
with apologies to anyone whose offerings are omitted.

PS Further details of the early Community can be found in
the ‘Hamerkaz Retro’ (123 pages)

There was a general buzz as the day of the Food
Fair approached. ABC radio presenters interviewed
organisers about ‘Jewish’ food and the publicity
generated meant people began flocking to the Centre
even as the stalls were setting up. But there was more
than food on offer. Israeli dancing; ‘afternoon tea’ at
tables set out on the lawn; students with their own AUJS
stall; an exhibition of Jewish pamphlets and memorabilia
in the hall; and a huge book and goods sale. Organisers
and volunteers worked hard and long, before and on the
day achieving a very successful PR exercise as well as
raising money for the Community.
In 1991, Ben was awarded a Eureka Prize for
Communication of Science. In honour of our families, we
decided to donate to the Community the whole amount
of the Eureka Prize as a principal from which its interest
was to fund the Hollander Selinger prize.
The Hollander Selinger prize is awarded to a young
person, nominated by the Board, who had made the
biggest contribution to the Community in that year. The
first recipient in 1992 was Deena Rosalky and, each year,
the new awardee’s name is recorded on a board at the
Jewish Centre.
Following his retirement, Ben organised a get-together
for people in a similar situation. On 15 June 2006, a
social group for men was formed called Grumps ‘R Us,
(aka Grumps). From humble beginnings of 12 Grumps it
has grown to around 25. Meeting weekly at the Centre
over coffee and cake, the group also enjoys a monthly
lunch at a nearby café. Exuberant discussions on solving
the Community and world problems take place in all in
an caring, camaraderie atmosphere. Energetic tabletennis is also on offer. A combined end-of-year lunch is
celebrated with ‘Ladies who Lunch”.
A combined end-of-year lunch is celebrated with ‘Women
Who Lunch”.
Our boys, Adam and Michael, were born and bred in
Canberra, leaving only after their graduation from the
ANU. They had their Bar Mitzvah under the excellent
tutelage of Mervyn Doobov and David Rosalky and have
not forgotten their upbringing as ‘country boys from the
bush city’.
The Jewish Community is an integral part of our lives and
looking back we are grateful that such a small community
had so much to offer. We thank the founding fathers
(and mothers) for their hard work, wisdom and guidance
in developing the direction of the Community and we
hope the spirit of volunteerism doesn’t fade. The friends
we made from our early days continue to this day as we
fondly reflect on our time in Canberra.
These little vignettes are some of our warm memories of
our time in Canberra.
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From the Top:
Israeli dancing: Blintz Stall: Sue Doobov and Janet Frommer:
Food Fair crowd: and AUJS stall
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has been defeated by catastrophe. In effect, the Nazis
would have gained a posthumous victory; their assault
on Passover (the date of the Nazi invasion of the Warsaw
Ghetto) finally would have succeeded.

YOM HA’SHOAH:
WHAT IS IT?
Harry Opperman
I dedicate this article based on the writings of many
Rabbis and academics, to ACT Holocaust survivors Edith
and Thomas Blumenthal, who contribute so much to our
understanding and observance of memory.
Abba Kovner the youth leader of the Vilna Ghetto and
later founder of the Kibbutz Lohamei ha-Getaot and
former Director of the Israel Jewish Diaspora Museum
expressed the desire...”that Jewish youth be sufficiently
cognisant of their faith and history to be able to answer
the question of Identity.....Ani Yehudi - I am a Jew”.
Yom Hashoah, is Israel’s official and national
commemoration for the six million Jews killed during the
Holocaust. It was inaugurated in 1953 by Prime Minister
David Ben-Gurion and President Yitzhak Ben-Zvi.
In the memorial ceremony at Yad Vashem six torches,
representing the six million murdered Jews, are lit.
The following morning, the ceremony at Yad Vashem
begins with the sounding of a siren for two minutes
throughout the entire country. It is a day of reverence
and remembrance and solemnity - and that is how any
such commemoration should be enacted.

Furthermore, the message would have been that
identification should be made only with the fighters; all
the other Jews deaths best played down, or forgotten.
The implication would have been that the overwhelming
might of the Nazis that crushed the victims and killed
them beyond their capacity to resist or respond had
robbed their deaths of dignity and meaning.

Martyrdom Matters

This judgment would have been a triumph of Western
values over the classic Jewish concepts of Kiddush
HaShem (sanctification of God’s name) through
martyrdom. The idea that death is meaningful only
through physical resistance is a plausible one, but it had
already been judged during the Holocaust to be wrong?
– the Spiritual resistance of the martyrs was enormous
and an ever- lasting testament to their greatness!

Kiddush HaShem during the Holocaust

During the Holocaust, the Nazis gave no choice. All Jews
were killed whatever their intention, practice, or desire.
Rabbi Menachem Ziemba of Warsaw and other rabbis
ruled that any Jew who was killed because he or she was
Jewish, regardless of their affiliation, was considered to
have performed Kiddush HaShem.
The truth underlying this ruling is that every Jew carries
the covenant in his or her very existence. Whatever the
religious behaviour or commitment, a Jew’s existence
alone is witness to God and covenant. As long as one
Jew is alive, all the associations and testimony of the
tradition are summoned up: “One God, Messiah-isnot-yet-come, ultimately-we-shall-see-the-triumph-oflife.” For this reason, the Nazis sought to destroy every
last Jew. Therefore, chosen or not, each death was a
statement fraught with meaning. The very need to kill
the Jews is, in a way, a statement of how powerful is the
message they still radiate.

Rabbi Greenberg in his treatise about Yom Hashoah
wrote:
“ Nothing should be said about the Holocaust which
would not be credible in the presence of the burning
children “ The ghetto fighters and their allies wanted a
special day, as close to 14-15 Nissan as possible to mark
the beginning of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising.

And the eve of Yom Hashoah, is the night Jews worldwide
remember and honour all the victims. We remember
all: the entire families, towns, communities and villages
with no descendants left to remember them. This is the
night when we say Kaddish and Kel Molei Rachamim to
remember them.

I wish to remember here the late Alex Weinberger of
Slovakia, a community leader and teacher of Judaism
who taught me that each Yom Hashoah, (though he was
not from Warsaw) no matter what year or where, must
remember the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.

Yom Hashoah thus became a day of mourning for ALL
Jews who died. All Jews who died in the Holocaust are
martyrs; all witnessed with their lives, their suffering and
deaths. In fact, the Holocaust is increasingly revealed
as the fundamental watershed in Jewish and human
history after which nothing will ever be the same. It is
one of those re-orienting moments of Jewish history and
religion when basic conceptions of God, of humanity, and
of Jewish destiny shift.

Rabbi Greenberg writes: “Had the fighters/partisans
gotten their way and 15 Nissan been chosen for the
commemoration, this coincidence would have negated
the Passover holiday; the joy of Exodus, would have
been buried under the ashes of Auschwitz. Impressing
the total experience of destruction on the very day of
national liberation zman cheruteineu would constitute
a statement that hope is overwhelmed; redemption
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Mourning All Jewish Victims

Yom Hashoah and Yom Ha’atzmaut

As the commemoration day now stands, Passover
joy is shadowed by Yom Hashoah. In effect, Passover
is wounded but not destroyed, which is the truth
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witnessed by Jewish life (Yom Ha’atzmaut)
after the catastrophe. Wounding but not
destroying Passover is another way of saying
the covenant may have been fractured but not
defeated or replaced.
Rabbis Sacks and Rabbi AJ Heschel ztsl remind
us that Judaism is a religion that sanctifies
time not space. The pre-holocast era, writes
Rabbi Heschel was the Shir Hashirim the Song
of Songs of Jewish History of the last two
thousand years. If other eras were holy, this
was the holy of holies”
As Elie Wiesel said: “not all victims were Jews…
but every Jew was a victim! (or indeed an
intended victim).
While on a study tour in Jerusalem I
interviewed a Libyan Jewish mother about
why she and family observe Yom Hashoah.
Her answer was instant : Kol Yehudim Achim
:

All Jews are Family (Brothers)

And that is why just as parents and children
are brought together at the Seder, Rabbi
Greenberg suggests that this is THE night to
bring the generations, young and old together
in respect and awe for commemoration…
Wiesel’s vision was for commemoration rather
than education. He was concerned about
the propensity to trivialise that which was
essentially incomprehensible. Have we not
sadly witnessed some of that?
Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi reminds us that
the biblical injunction to remember is
unconditional….169 times in our Torah …and
we are enjoined not only to Remember Zachor
….but we, the B’nei Israel are sworn not to
forget….
Our Jewish Memory is based upon our
Teaching that …Life Is Sacred because
we sanctify It…on Yom Hashoah with our
memorial prayers and with our remembrance.
Together with our Jewish Brothers and Sisters
around the world we honour the memory of
all the victims!
And this is why each year on the eve of Chov
Zayin Nissan we gather with family and repeat
the eternal call and prayer of our ancestors.
Am Yisrael Chai! the People of Israel Lives!
(Harry Çhaim Oppermann’s entire maternal
and paternal families were murdered Al
Kiddush Hashem).
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CELEBRATING PESACH 5778
Sarah Greenbaum
The Pesach Seder at the Centre was a great success.
120 people attended and enjoyed an inspiring story,
entertaining presentation from the kids, delicious food
and fun with family and friends.
As always, this event would not have been possible
without the significant efforts of our volunteers and staff
to whom we owe a great debt.
Before the Pesach, our cheder kids learnt about the
exodus from Egypt and made matzah from scratch.
Great job kids!
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THE GIFT - ART, ARTEFACTS & ARRIVALS
Adele Rosalky
Exhibition at the Museum of Australian
Democracy, Old Parliament House
Located in rooms on the Senate side of Old Parliament
House, this contemporary art exhibition explores
Australia’s openness to immigration from diverse
cultures. It explores the different experiences of
migration to Australia with the theme of human
resilience. The stories of four Holocaust survivors who
migrated to Australia at the end of World War II are told
by four contemporary artists, all family members of each
of the survivors.
Although the survivors experienced loss, the art works
speak of the gift of a new life on arrival in Australia.
When Arthur Calwell launched the Close Relatives
Reunion Scheme in 1945, many Holocaust survivors
with family already in the country were able to come to
Australia, although with many restrictions, as the White
Australia policy was in place at the time. Groups such as
the Australian Jewish Welfare Association were active
in assisting with the resettlement of new arrivals, and
despite quotas being in place, by 1954 over 17,000 Jews
had arrived from Europe and China.
The Gift explores stories of unspeakable horror leading
to the unimagined gift of a new life in this country.
Hedy Ritterman’s work focuses on the story of her
relative Richard, who survived three concentration
camps, and came to Australia in 1950 with only a worn
leather belt from his home in Poland. The belt stands as
a testament to his capacity to survive, a humble item that
speaks volumes of life and loss. Richard died six weeks
after the photograph was taken.
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Linde Ivimey created a gift for survivor Josef Kleinmann
and his twin, Marta, a fountain, made from found objects
in crystal, glass and water. Although she never met them,
Ivimey’s path of exploration lasted from Kristallnacht in
1938 to liberation in 1945, and to the present in Australia.
It is a gift of empathy.
Lousje Skala’s subject was her late mother-in-law
Elizabeth, a survivor of Auschwitz who never talked
about her experiences. With the trauma of war still
weighing heavily upon her shoulders when she arrived
in Australia in 1950, the artist has used necklaces as a
metaphor to express this symbolically. Before she died
she passed on a pair of silver Shabbat candlesticks
rescued from her home in Czechoslovakia to the artist as
a wedding present and these sit alongside her necklaces,
a reminder of the legacies of the past.
Linda Wachtel’s subjects are the 14 direct descendants
of Adolik Kohn and Marysia Wojdyslawska. They were
liberated from Auschwitz when they were 24 and 21
respectively. Four years later they sailed to Sydney to
begin a new life. The scroll format, a reference to the
torah, represents the Kohns’ post-holocaust journey and
reminds us of their opportunity to rebuild their lives and
the gift of family. The work presents the Kohns’ thankful
approach for a second chance of life.
This exhibition presents migration, not as a national
issue, but as a personal experience, as an exchange of
gifts…..freedom in exchange for security, prosperity,
skills and diversity.
The exhibition opened in July 2017 and will run for
approximately 24 months.
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YOM
HA’SHOAH
Merrilyn Sernack
Peter Witting was the special guest
speaker at this year’s Yom Ha’Shoah
commemoration on Wednesday 11 April
at 7.30pm at the Centre.
The theme this year was “Rebuilding
Lives.” Peter talked about his experience
of the Shoah and how he and his family
rebuilt their lives in Australia.
Peter was born in 1928 in Gleiwitz, a
town then in Germany and now Gliwice
in Poland. The area was the location for
one of the many sub-camps of Auschwitz
concentration camp in 1944 and 1945.
Photo: Jamita Toderas, The Canberra Times, 28 January 2018.
In 1936 aged eight, Peter and his family left
Gleiwich to escape rampant anti-Semitism,
Peter and his sister thrived in their new country.
Peter’s father having lost his job because he was Jewish.
Peter’s first job was sitting down in a factory
The family moved to Berlin for the next two years, where assembling propelling pencils. He then served another
Peter’s grandparents lived, and he and his sister went to
apprenticeship at Singer sewing machines as a mechanic,
a Jewish school. Many of Peter’s relatives perished during working full-time during the day and studying part-time
the Nazi occupation of Berlin.
at night at the Melbourne Institute of Technology before
entering Melbourne University to study for his Bachelor
Peter was in Berlin during Kristallnacht on 9-10
of Commerce degree.
November, 1938 - the Night of Broken Glass. The Witting
family’s neighbours warned Peter’s father not to stay
Peter finished his apprenticeship at Singer and
at home and he spent the night on the underground to
established his own sewing machine repair business with
avoid capture. Peter saw the destruction of hundreds
capital provided by a relative. He later sold his business
of synagogues by the Nazis and the imprisonment of
when he became the technical advisor for an export
about 30,000 Jewish men. He recalls walking to school
company. He was sent to Germany in 1955 for training
the fol- lowing morning with his little sister and seeing
and there met Lesley, his future wife. They went on to
the damage: broken windows and graffiti that read “Jews
have three daughters, all born in Australia.
perish.”
Peter and his family moved to Canberra in 1965 to work
Less than a year later, the family went by boat to
in the Department of Trade. Peter was then seconded to
Shanghai, then an open city where passports and visas
the Department of Immigration and posted to London
or other documents were not required. The family spent
for three years where they spent the best three years of
eight years in Hongkew, the Jewish ghetto in Shanghai
their lives.
– an area of one square mile that housed an estimated
20,000 Jewish refugees and about 100,000 Chinese.
Peter subsequently made a number of trips to Germany
to contact the people who helped his family, and
While both of Peter’s parents were employed for short
successfully arranged for the highest order of honour –
periods initially, the family relied on the charity of the
the Righteous Among the Nations - to be bestowed upon
existing Jewish community in Shanghai. The family lived
those who helped the Witting family. He keeps in contact
in one room of a house and the rent was paid by an uncle with them to this day.
in South Africa. Peter was apprenticed as a fitter and
turner and given a loaf of bread each day that he shared
with his mother, father and sister.
Material for this article was sourced from The Canberra Times
At age 19, Peter and his family travelled to Australia,
January 28, 2018 written by Kimberley Le Lievre and can
sponsored by relatives in Melbourne. They disembarked
be found at: http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/
in Brisbane before catching the train to Melbourne. Both
holocaust-survivor-peter-witting-calls-canberra-home-after-hisof Peter’s parents died within a few years after arriving in escape-from-hell-20180126-h0ouin.html
Australia.
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The Burning Bush was the symbol for the
community until 2015. It was inspired by the
sculpture on the outside of the National Jewish
Memorial Centre designed and fabricated by Izzy
Kingsberg.

